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For Immediate Release

Stonhard Announces Stonres RTZ-2, a New Floor System Aimed at
Elevating Design and Performance in Commercial Spaces

August 3, 2021 — Stonhard, the unprecedented leader in manufacturing and installing highperformance seamless floors, is pleased to announce the addition of Stonres RTZ-2, a new
product line in the Stonres family of products.

Stonres RTZ, a seamless, resilient urethane floor system, combines distinctive design with
durable, long-lasting performance. It is ideal for use in traditional commercial and public spaces,
education, and healthcare. To provide more design for this popular system, Stonhard developed
Stonres RTZ-2, an upgrade that offers owners, architects, and interior designers the desired color
depth of multi-colored aggregates. The Stonres RTZ-2 system uses translucent chips and larger
chips than Stonhard’s traditional Stonres RTZ system, but continues to offer the same highperformance benefits on which customers depend to stand up to the challenges of their
environment.

Stonres RTZ-2 comes in a wide-ranging color palette featuring 12 new colors employing four base
resins: Skyward Blue, Latte, Stonhenge, and White, along with three translucent chip sets: Lucent,
Marble, and Ebony. Custom colors, patterns, and logos are available upon request.
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“Stonres RTZ-2 is a revolutionary product,” says Thomas Burns, General Sales Manager –
MidAtlantic Region, Stonhard. “While it resembles the look of traditional epoxy terrazzo, its
features and benefits are unrivaled. Since terrazzo is so rigid, a crack suppression membrane is
typically necessary; this is not required with Stonhard’s Stonres RTZ-2. This resilient flooring
system provides comfort underfoot and sound attenuation, unlike the echoing effect you get with
terrazzo. Stonres RTZ-2 is also less susceptible to chipping because Stonhard has mastered the
perfect balance between hardness and durability. Epoxy terrazzo requires laborious stripping and
waxing thus making for an expensive life-cycle cost, Stonres RTZ-2 is easy to clean and maintain
without the need for such procedures. We’re excited about this new product and the expansion
of the RTZ product family. It’s a truly remarkable technical accomplishment that provides
exceptional value considering all of its features & benefits.”
For more information on Stonhard’s Stonres RTZ-2, visit us at
https://www.stonhard.com/products/stonres/ or call 800.257.7953.
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